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The birefringence effect caused by spatial dispersion in crystals has been known for more than a
hundred years, but until recently it was studied only from the viewpoint of theoretical
physics. This article discusses the mathematical description of the effect as well as problems
associated with the presence of the effect in modern lithographic optical systems and methods of
solving these problems. ©2003 Optical Society of America
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BIREFRINGENCE CAUSED BY SPATIAL DISPERSION IN
LITHOGRAPHY

The birefringence effect caused by spatial dispers
~SD! was discovered theoretically in 1877 by Lorentz.1 In
the 1960s, Agranovich and Ginzburg gave a theoretical
scription of the effect, based on Maxwell’s equations.2 Quan-
titative measurements for semiconductors were first mad
1972.3

The possibility that the SD effect would influence th
image quality in lithography was a surprise for the lithog
phy industry, since SD can be a critical problem for the c
ation of a new generation of lithography machines with
wavelength of 157 nm and lens elements made from crys
line materials.4–6 The world’s leading producers of microcir
cuits initiated practical measurements of birefringence
CaF2 , the most widely used crystal in lithography, carri
out by the National Institute of Standards and Technolo
~USA!.7–9 The value obtained for 157 nm wasDn5(11.8
60.4)31027 ~where Dn is the difference between the re
fractive indices for the ordinary and extraordinary rays!. The
most critical consequences of SD in lithography are the p
ence of quasi-interference effects in the image plane of
optical system, caused by polarization of the rays, and d
bling of the rays when they are refracted at each surfa
Losses of image contrast in the optical system, caused by
presence of these effects, can be more than 50% of the in
value, depending on the optical layout. The producers
lithographic machines were already acquainted with biref
gence caused by residual stresses in crystals after polis
However, the SD value is several times as large as the
viously known dispersion effect caused by residual stres
and new optical layouts and solutions consequently nee
be developed to compensate it.

SPATIAL DISPERSION IN CRYSTALS

The essence of the SD effect is that the permittivity«
depends not only on the wavelength but also on the direc
in which the wave propagates in the medium. The eff
must be taken into account in media with regular struct
~crystals! if the wavelength of the radiation becomes comp
rable with the dimensions of the crystal lattice. The effe
thus needs to allowed for in the far UV when using ev
those crystals that are considered isotropic under ordin
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circumstances. In practice, the presence of this effect me
that pairs of polarized rays can appear after refraction at e
surface, with the refractive index for each of the rays d
pending on the wavelength and propagation direction of
incident ray.

In general, the displacement vectorD and the electric
field vectorE are mutually dependent, following from Max
well’s equations, where the inverse dielectric tens
« i j

21(v,k) is determined by frequencyv and the direction of
wave vectork:

Ei~v,k!5(
j

« i j
21~v,k!D j~v,k!, ~1!

D52
c2

v2 @k~k"E!#52
c2

v2 @k~k•~«21D!!#. ~2!

Since the wave vector isk5ks5(vñ/c)(v,s)s, wherec is
the speed of light in vacuum ands is the unit vector along the
propagation direction of the ray, we have

s@s•~«21D!#1
1

n2 D50, ~3!

wheren is the refractive index.
Since vectorD is orthogonal to the wave vector an

s"D50, it is possible to choose a coordinate systemXYZ so
that D lies in theXY plane and vectors is parallel to theZ
axis:

s5S 0
0
1
D . ~4!

Equation~3! for the XY plane can be simplified by in
troducing the transverse component«'

21 of tensor«21. Then
the eigenvalue equation with eigenvectorsD8 and D9 and
eigenvalue 1/n2 can be written in general as

«'
21D5

1

n2 D. ~5!

For a single component of vectorD,

d i j D j5S « i j'
21~v,k!2

1

n2 d i j DD j , ~6!
566566-04$20.00 © 2003 The Optical Society of America
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where d i j is the Kronecker delta (d i j 51 if i 5 j , and d i j

50 if iÞ j ). Since tensor« i j
21(v,k) is real and symmetrical

the eigenvalues are real and the eigenvectors are orthog
Consequently, in an anisotropic medium, the polarizat
states ofD8 andD9 are determined by the two eigenvecto

Thus, the physical properties of an anisotropic mate
lead to the existence of two mutually orthogonal plan
polarized waves that propagate through a medium chara
ized by tensor« i j

21(v,k). To determine the refractive inde
of the crystal, it is necessary to find the eigenvalues of
projection of tensor« i j

21 in a plane orthogonal tok. The
refractive indices for the two polarized rays are then de
mined from the eigenvalues; i.e.,n5A1/eigval(« i j'

21). Since
the relative value of the effect is small, a series expansio
powers of the wave-vector components can be used to d
mine the inverse dielectric tensor:« i j

21(v,k)5« i j
21(v)

1 id i j l (v)kl1b i j lm(v)klkm , where « i j
21(v) describes the

ordinary frequency dispersion, tensord i j l (v) characterizes
the gyrotropy, and tensorb i j lm(v) shows how tensor
« i j

21(v,k) depends on the SD.
In general, tensorb i j lm(v) has 81 components, but, be

cause of the high degree of symmetry of the CaF2 crystal
~symmetry typeOh

5 or m3m!, the number of independen
components reduces to three:b1111, b1122, andb1212. More-
over, in our case,d i j l (v)50. It can be shown that the
amount of birefringence, i.e., the difference between the
refractive indices for the two polarization states, is determ
ined from

Dn~v,k!5
1

2
n~v!3~b11112b112222b1212!

3k2~eigval2~d i j l i
2!'2eigval1~d i j l i

2!'!, ~8!

where l 1 , l 2 , and l 3 are the direction cosines of the angl
between vectork and the coordinate axes. The refractiv
index variations can be determined by a single measurem
of the birefringence and by computing the eigenvalues
each propagation direction.

SPATIAL DEPENDENCE OF THE BIREFRINGENCE

To describe the spatial dependence of the birefringe
for an arbitrary propagation direction, it is necessary
choose a coordinate system for the crystal lattice. A Ca
sian coordinate system is ordinarily used in optics in wh
te

th
x
e
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the Z axis coincides with the optic axis, while theX andY
axes are orthogonal to it. In our case, there is also a coo
nate system of the crystal lattice. This can be a Cartes
coordinate system coinciding with the edges of the Ca2

cubic lattice or a system of spherical coordinates in wh
the ray intersects the lattice in a direction determined
radius vectorr , coinciding with unit wave vectors ~Fig. 1!.
In this case, according to the rules adopted in crystallog
phy, the directions of the coordinate axes are denoted
@100#, @010#, and @001#, the face diagonals as@110#, @101#,
and @011#, and, finally, the cube diagonal as@111#.

In general, since we have a tensor« i j
21(v,k) with known

eigenvalues and eigenvectors and a measured birefring
for a certain definite direction like@100# or @111#, we can
rotate this definite tensor to an arbitrary propagation dir
tion of the light wave. In a spherical coordinate system,
have an orthogonal set of vectors~u, w, r !, and, to diagonal-
ize a tensor in the plane of transversek, it is necessary to find
the projection of the tensor in the two-dimensional space
u andw,

eigval1,2~d i j l i
2!'5eigval1,2~R~u,w!d i j l i

2R21~u,w!!, ~9!

whereR(u,w) andR21(u,w) are rotation matrices. Then th
eigenvalues of the tensor determine the refractive indic
and, to determine the polarization states, it is necessar
find the inverse projections of the eigenvectors in thr
dimensional space. The value of the birefringence is de
mined from

FIG. 1. Coordinate system of the crystal lattice.
Dn;S eigval2~d i j l i
2!'2eigval1~d i j l i

2!'5sin2 uA 1

16
cos4 u~71cos 4f!21

1

4
sin4 2f1

1

4
cos2 u sin2 2f~cos 4f25! D .

~10!
ect
ect

f
the
To describe the SD effect in a cubic crystal, coordina
u and f are varied from 0 to 2p. Then in a solid angle of
360° there are twelve maxima and fourteen minima of
birefringence~Fig. 2!. The figure shows the refractive-inde
difference of various directions in a cubic crystal. Cons
s

e

-

quently, a cubic crystal can be called heptaxial with resp
to SD. In all, there are seven axes along which the eff
equals zero: three axes coinciding with the cube edges$100%,
and four cube diagonals$111%. However, these two sets o
axes have different refractive indices. The maximum of
567Serebryakov et al.
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effect is observed in the$110% directions~the face diagonals!.
The most interesting behavior of the dependence of the b
fringence is that in the plane of the cube diagonal, i.e.,
f5p/4, u50 to p/2 ~Fig. 3!.

FIG. 2. Birefringence maxima and minima in a CaF2 crystal.
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COMPENSATING THE SD EFFECT IN LITHOGRAPHY

The results of computing the birefringence for three
rections are shown in Table I, where the character of
dependence of the SD over the pupil of the optical system
shown for an axial point of the image. For an off-axis poi
some distortion of the radial pattern of the effect is observ

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the SD.
TABLE I. Spatial dependence of birefringence.
568Serebryakov et al.
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To maintain the symmetry of the optical system, on
three directions in the crystal—along$100%, $110%, and
$111%—can be used for the optic axis, with the dependenc
the effect on the angle of incidence being more symmetr
in the $100% and $110% directions than along$111%, where
there is a change in the sign and the character of the varia
of the effect. However, the$111% direction is preferable from
the viewpoint of processing~polishing! the crystals, since the
residual stresses are minimal for this direction. In principle
random direction$abc% can be taken as the optic axis, b
the computation of the effect and the technological proble
can be unpredictable in this case.

The general strategy of compensating the effect is
follows: It can be seen from the dependence displayed in
3 that the effect can be mutually compensated, for exam
by choosing the orientation of the components. Moreov
for the$100% and$111% directions, the effect is absent for ray
close to the optic axis. The$100% direction has a symmetry o
rotation of 45°, while$111% has a symmetry of 60°. Thus,
is possible to adjust the individual elements to each ot
with the formation of a wavefront with minimum distortion
The minimum number of components for such a compen
tion method is four (0° for$100%, 45° for $100%, 0° for $111%,
and 45° for$111%!. The possibilities of compensation for a
off-axis point are still unclear because of the complex ch
acter of the dependence of the effect.

Difficulties in designing such optical systems are a
associated with the rate of calculating the ray path in
crystal, since, for each ray at each interface of the air–cry
medium, it is necessary to compute two refractive indices
the technique indicated above. Of the software available
the market, only one program~Code V, ©Optical Research
Associates! includes a procedure for calculating the ray pa
taking SD into account. However, the doubling of the ray
each surface is ignored, whereas, even with twenty surfa
in the system, there can be 220'106 rays in the image plane
for each object point.
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A possible solution of the problem can be to create
‘‘mixed’’ crystal. The SD effect is also present in other cry
tals with cubic symmetry, SrF2 and BaF2 , but has the oppo-
site sign. Thus, it is theoretically possible to create a cry
with the formula Ca12xSrxF2 or Ca12xBaxF2, in which SD
for 157 nm is absent. However, in this case, the solution
the problem involves crystal synthesis.

CONCLUSION

This article has explained the main problems that arise
modern lithography in connection with the appearance of
spatial dispersion effect. A mathematical description of
effect and the possibilities of compensating it have been p
posed.

The authors thank the ASML Corp.~the Netherlands! for
support of the research and Dr. Burnett from the Natio
Institute of Standards and Technology~USA! for valuable
advice when preparing the article.
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